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Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high
schools, this hands-on introduction to computer science is
ideal for people with little or no programming experience. The
goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to
help you think like a computer scientist. You’ll learn how to
program—a useful skill by itself—but you’ll also discover how
to use programming as a means to an end. Authors Allen
Downey and Chris Mayfield start with the most basic
concepts and gradually move into topics that are more
complex, such as recursion and object-oriented programming.
Each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a
college course and includes exercises to help you practice
what you’ve learned. Learn one concept at a time: tackle
complex topics in a series of small steps with examples
Understand how to formulate problems, think creatively about
solutions, and write programs clearly and accurately
Determine which development techniques work best for you,
and practice the important skill of debugging Learn
relationships among input and output, decisions and loops,
classes and methods, strings and arrays Work on exercises
involving word games, graphics, puzzles, and playing cards
Priced very competitively compared with other textbooks at
this level! This gracefully organized textbook reveals the
rigorous theory of probability and statistical inference in the
style of a tutorial, using worked examples, exercises,
numerous figures and tables, and computer simulations to
develop and illustrate concepts. Beginning wi
If you know how to program, you're ready to tackle Bayesian
statistics. With this book, you'll learn how to solve statistical
problems with Python code instead of mathematical formulas,
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using discrete probability distributions rather than continuous
mathematics. Once you get the math out of the way, the
Bayesian fundamentals will become clearer and you'll begin
to apply these techniques to real-world problems. Bayesian
statistical methods are becoming more common and more
important, but there aren't many resources available to help
beginners. Based on undergraduate classes taught by author
Allen B. Downey, this book's computational approach helps
you get a solid start. Use your programming skills to learn and
understand Bayesian statistics Work with problems involving
estimation, prediction, decision analysis, evidence, and
Bayesian hypothesis testing Get started with simple
examples, using coins, dice, and a bowl of cookies Learn
computational methods for solving real-world problems
Now in its third edition, this title teaches an often intimidating
and difficult subject in a way that is informative, personable,
and clear.
Statistics and Probability with Applications, Third Edition is
the only introductory statistics text written by high school
teachers for high school teachers and students. Daren
Starnes, Josh Tabor, and the extended team of contributors
bring their in-depth understanding of statistics and the
challenges faced by high school students and teachers to
development of the text and its accompanying suite of print
and interactive resources for learning and instruction. A
complete re-envisioning of the authors’ Statistics Through
Applications, this new text covers the core content for the
course in a series of brief, manageable lessons, making it
easy for students and teachers to stay on pace. Throughout,
new pedagogical tools and lively real-life examples help
captivate students and prepare them to use statistics in
college courses and in any career.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . an excellent textbook . . . well
organized and neatly written." —Mathematical Reviews ". . .
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amazingly interesting . . ." —Technometrics Thoroughly
updated to showcase the interrelationships between
probability, statistics, and stochastic processes, Probability,
Statistics, and Stochastic Processes, Second Edition
prepares readers to collect, analyze, and characterize data in
their chosen fields. Beginning with three chapters that
develop probability theory and introduce the axioms of
probability, random variables, and joint distributions, the book
goes on to present limit theorems and simulation. The authors
combine a rigorous, calculus-based development of theory
with an intuitive approach that appeals to readers' sense of
reason and logic. Including more than 400 examples that help
illustrate concepts and theory, the Second Edition features
new material on statistical inference and a wealth of newly
added topics, including: Consistency of point estimators
Large sample theory Bootstrap simulation Multiple hypothesis
testing Fisher's exact test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
Martingales, renewal processes, and Brownian motion Oneway analysis of variance and the general linear model
Extensively class-tested to ensure an accessible
presentation, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic
Processes, Second Edition is an excellent book for courses
on probability and statistics at the upper-undergraduate level.
The book is also an ideal resource for scientists and
engineers in the fields of statistics, mathematics, industrial
management, and engineering.
If you know how to program, you have the skills to turn data
into knowledge using the tools of probability and statistics.
This concise introduction shows you how to perform statistical
analysis computationally, rather than mathematically, with
programs written in Python. You'll work with a case study
throughout the book to help you learn the entire data analysis
process—from collecting data and generating statistics to
identifying patterns and testing hypotheses. Along the way,
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you'll become familiar with distributions, the rules of
probability, visualization, and many other tools and concepts.
Develop your understanding of probability and statistics by
writing and testing code Run experiments to test statistical
behavior, such as generating samples from several
distributions Use simulations to understand concepts that are
hard to grasp mathematically Learn topics not usually
covered in an introductory course, such as Bayesian
estimation Import data from almost any source using Python,
rather than be limited to data that has been cleaned and
formatted for statistics tools Use statistical inference to
answer questions about real-world data
Statistical methods are a key part of of data science, yet very
few data scientists have any formal statistics training.
Courses and books on basic statistics rarely cover the topic
from a data science perspective. This practical guide explains
how to apply various statistical methods to data science, tells
you how to avoid their misuse, and gives you advice on
what's important and what's not. Many data science
resources incorporate statistical methods but lack a deeper
statistical perspective. If you’re familiar with the R
programming language, and have some exposure to
statistics, this quick reference bridges the gap in an
accessible, readable format. With this book, you’ll learn: Why
exploratory data analysis is a key preliminary step in data
science How random sampling can reduce bias and yield a
higher quality dataset, even with big data How the principles
of experimental design yield definitive answers to questions
How to use regression to estimate outcomes and detect
anomalies Key classification techniques for predicting which
categories a record belongs to Statistical machine learning
methods that “learn” from data Unsupervised learning
methods for extracting meaning from unlabeled data
Introductory Statistics is designed for the one-semester,
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introduction to statistics course and is geared toward students
majoring in fields other than math or engineering. This text
assumes students have been exposed to intermediate
algebra, and it focuses on the applications of statistical
knowledge rather than the theory behind it. The foundation of
this textbook is Collaborative Statistics, by Barbara Illowsky
and Susan Dean. Additional topics, examples, and ample
opportunities for practice have been added to each chapter.
The development choices for this textbook were made with
the guidance of many faculty members who are deeply
involved in teaching this course. These choices led to
innovations in art, terminology, and practical applications, all
with a goal of increasing relevance and accessibility for
students. We strove to make the discipline meaningful, so
that students can draw from it a working knowledge that will
enrich their future studies and help them make sense of the
world around them. Coverage and Scope Chapter 1 Sampling
and Data Chapter 2 Descriptive Statistics Chapter 3
Probability Topics Chapter 4 Discrete Random Variables
Chapter 5 Continuous Random Variables Chapter 6 The
Normal Distribution Chapter 7 The Central Limit Theorem
Chapter 8 Confidence Intervals Chapter 9 Hypothesis Testing
with One Sample Chapter 10 Hypothesis Testing with Two
Samples Chapter 11 The Chi-Square Distribution Chapter 12
Linear Regression and Correlation Chapter 13 F Distribution
and One-Way ANOVA
Online Statistics: An Interactive Multimedia Course of Study is
a resource for learning and teaching introductory statistics. It
contains material presented in textbook format and as video
presentations. This resource features interactive
demonstrations and simulations, case studies, and an
analysis lab.This print edition of the public domain textbook
gives the student an opportunity to own a physical copy to
help enhance their educational experience. This part I
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features the book Front Matter, Chapters 1-10, and the full
Glossary. Chapters Include:: I. Introduction, II. Graphing
Distributions, III. Summarizing Distributions, IV. Describing
Bivariate Data, V. Probability, VI. Research Design, VII.
Normal Distributions, VIII. Advanced Graphs, IX. Sampling
Distributions, and X. Estimation. Online Statistics Education:
A Multimedia Course of Study (http: //onlinestatbook.com/).
Project Leader: David M. Lane, Rice University.
A far-reaching course in practical advanced statistics for
biologists using R/Bioconductor, data exploration, and
simulation.
Researchers across the natural and social sciences find
themselves navigating tremendous amounts of new data.
Making sense of this flood of information requires more than
the rote application of formulaic statistical methods. The
premise of Statistical Thinking from Scratch is that students
who want to become confident data analysts are better
served by a deep introduction to a single statistical method
than by a cursory overview of many methods. In particular,
this book focuses on simple linear regression-a method with
close connections to the most important tools in applied
statistics-using it as a detailed case study for teaching
resampling-based, likelihood-based, and Bayesian
approaches to statistical inference. Considering simple linear
regression in depth imparts an idea of how statistical
procedures are designed, a flavour for the philosophical
positions one assumes when applying statistics, and tools to
probe the strengths of one's statistical approach. Key to the
book's novel approach is its mathematical level, which is
gentler than most texts for statisticians but more rigorous than
most introductory texts for non-statisticians. Statistical
Thinking from Scratch is suitable for senior undergraduate
and beginning graduate students, professional researchers,
and practitioners seeking to improve their understanding of
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statistical methods across the natural and social sciences,
medicine, psychology, public health, business, and other
fields.
Suitable for self study Use real examples and real data sets
that will be familiar to the audience Introduction to the
bootstrap is included – this is a modern method missing in
many other books
Data on water quality and other environmental issues are
being collected at an ever-increasing rate. In the past,
however, the techniques used by scientists to interpret this
data have not progressed as quickly. This is a book of
modern statistical methods for analysis of practical problems
in water quality and water resources. The last fifteen years
have seen major advances in the fields of exploratory data
analysis (EDA) and robust statistical methods. The 'real-life'
characteristics of environmental data tend to drive analysis
towards the use of these methods. These advances are
presented in a practical and relevant format. Alternate
methods are compared, highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses of each as applied to environmental data.
Techniques for trend analysis and dealing with water below
the detection limit are topics covered, which are of great
interest to consultants in water-quality and hydrology,
scientists in state, provincial and federal water resources, and
geological survey agencies. The practising water resources
scientist will find the worked examples using actual field data
from case studies of environmental problems, of real value.
Exercises at the end of each chapter enable the mechanics of
the methodological process to be fully understood, with data
sets included on diskette for easy use. The result is a book
that is both up-to-date and immediately relevant to ongoing
work in the environmental and water sciences.
'A statistical national treasure' Jeremy Vine, BBC Radio 2
'Required reading for all politicians, journalists, medics and
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anyone who tries to influence people (or is influenced) by
statistics. A tour de force' Popular Science Do busier
hospitals have higher survival rates? How many trees are
there on the planet? Why do old men have big ears? David
Spiegelhalter reveals the answers to these and many other
questions - questions that can only be addressed using
statistical science. Statistics has played a leading role in our
scientific understanding of the world for centuries, yet we are
all familiar with the way statistical claims can be
sensationalised, particularly in the media. In the age of big
data, as data science becomes established as a discipline, a
basic grasp of statistical literacy is more important than ever.
In The Art of Statistics, David Spiegelhalter guides the reader
through the essential principles we need in order to derive
knowledge from data. Drawing on real world problems to
introduce conceptual issues, he shows us how statistics can
help us determine the luckiest passenger on the Titanic,
whether serial killer Harold Shipman could have been caught
earlier, and if screening for ovarian cancer is beneficial.
'Shines a light on how we can use the ever-growing deluge of
data to improve our understanding of the world' Nature
Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R
and Stan builds readers’ knowledge of and confidence in
statistical modeling. Reflecting the need for even minor
programming in today’s model-based statistics, the book
pushes readers to perform step-by-step calculations that are
usually automated. This unique computational approach
ensures that readers understand enough of the details to
make reasonable choices and interpretations in their own
modeling work. The text presents generalized linear multilevel
models from a Bayesian perspective, relying on a simple
logical interpretation of Bayesian probability and maximum
entropy. It covers from the basics of regression to multilevel
models. The author also discusses measurement error,
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missing data, and Gaussian process models for spatial and
network autocorrelation. By using complete R code examples
throughout, this book provides a practical foundation for
performing statistical inference. Designed for both PhD
students and seasoned professionals in the natural and social
sciences, it prepares them for more advanced or specialized
statistical modeling. Web Resource The book is accompanied
by an R package (rethinking) that is available on the author’s
website and GitHub. The two core functions (map and
map2stan) of this package allow a variety of statistical models
to be constructed from standard model formulas.
If you know how to program with Python and also know a little
about probability, you’re ready to tackle Bayesian statistics.
With this book, you'll learn how to solve statistical problems
with Python code instead of mathematical notation, and use
discrete probability distributions instead of continuous
mathematics. Once you get the math out of the way, the
Bayesian fundamentals will become clearer, and you’ll begin
to apply these techniques to real-world problems. Bayesian
statistical methods are becoming more common and more
important, but not many resources are available to help
beginners. Based on undergraduate classes taught by author
Allen Downey, this book’s computational approach helps you
get a solid start. Use your existing programming skills to learn
and understand Bayesian statistics Work with problems
involving estimation, prediction, decision analysis, evidence,
and hypothesis testing Get started with simple examples,
using coins, M&Ms, Dungeons & Dragons dice, paintball, and
hockey Learn computational methods for solving real-world
problems, such as interpreting SAT scores, simulating kidney
tumors, and modeling the human microbiome.
Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability
through unusual and illustrative examples. Probability and
statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of
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professions. But many people use data in ways they don't
even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from
it. Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way will change that. This
book will give you a complete understanding of Bayesian
statistics through simple explanations and un-boring
examples. Find out the probability of UFOs landing in your
garden, how likely Han Solo is to survive a flight through an
asteroid shower, how to win an argument about conspiracy
theories, and whether a burglary really was a burglary, to
name a few examples. By using these off-the-beaten-track
examples, the author actually makes learning statistics fun.
And you'll learn real skills, like how to: - How to measure your
own level of uncertainty in a conclusion or belief - Calculate
Bayes theorem and understand what it's useful for - Find the
posterior, likelihood, and prior to check the accuracy of your
conclusions - Calculate distributions to see the range of your
data - Compare hypotheses and draw reliable conclusions
from them Next time you find yourself with a sheaf of survey
results and no idea what to do with them, turn to Bayesian
Statistics the Fun Way to get the most value from your data.
A comprehensive look at how probability and statistics is
applied to the investment process Finance has become
increasingly more quantitative, drawing on techniques in
probability and statistics that many finance practitioners have
not had exposure to before. In order to keep up, you need a
firm understanding of this discipline. Probability and Statistics
for Finance addresses this issue by showing you how to apply
quantitative methods to portfolios, and in all matter of your
practices, in a clear, concise manner. Informative and
accessible, this guide starts off with the basics and builds to
an intermediate level of mastery. • Outlines an array of topics
in probability and statistics and how to apply them in the world
of finance • Includes detailed discussions of descriptive
statistics, basic probability theory, inductive statistics, and
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multivariate analysis • Offers real-world illustrations of the
issues addressed throughout the text The authors cover a
wide range of topics in this book, which can be used by all
finance professionals as well as students aspiring to enter the
field of finance.
If you know how to program, you have the skills to turn data
into knowledge, using tools of probability and statistics. This
concise introduction shows you how to perform statistical
analysis computationally, rather than mathematically, with
programs written in Python. By working with a single case
study throughout this thoroughly revised book, you’ll learn
the entire process of exploratory data analysis—from collecting
data and generating statistics to identifying patterns and
testing hypotheses. You’ll explore distributions, rules of
probability, visualization, and many other tools and concepts.
New chapters on regression, time series analysis, survival
analysis, and analytic methods will enrich your discoveries.
Develop an understanding of probability and statistics by
writing and testing code Run experiments to test statistical
behavior, such as generating samples from several
distributions Use simulations to understand concepts that are
hard to grasp mathematically Import data from most sources
with Python, rather than rely on data that’s cleaned and
formatted for statistics tools Use statistical inference to
answer questions about real-world data
Unlock today's statistical controversies and irreproducible
results by viewing statistics as probing and controlling errors.

Teaches the entire exploratory data analysis process
using a single case study.
This book has been written for several reasons, not all of
which are academic. This material was for many years
the first half of a book in progress on information and
ergodic theory. The intent was and is to provide a
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reasonably self-contained advanced treatment of
measure theory, prob ability theory, and the theory of
discrete time random processes with an emphasis on
general alphabets and on ergodic and stationary
properties of random processes that might be neither
ergodic nor stationary. The intended audience was
mathematically inc1ined engineering graduate students
and visiting scholars who had not had formal courses in
measure theoretic probability . Much of the material is
familiar stuff for mathematicians, but many of the topics
and results have not previously appeared in books. The
original project grew too large and the first part contained
much that would likely bore mathematicians and dis
courage them from the second part. Hence I finally
followed the suggestion to separate the material and split
the project in two. The original justification for the present
manuscript was the pragmatic one that it would be a
shame to waste all the effort thus far expended. A more
idealistic motivation was that the presentation bad merit
as filling a unique, albeit smaIl, hole in the literature.
Many people find statistics confusing, and perhaps even
more confusing given recent publicity about problems
with traditional p-values and alternative statistical
techniques including confidence intervals and Bayesian
statistics. This book aims to help readers navigate this
morass: to understand the debates, to be able to read
and assess other people's statistical reports, and make
appropriate choices when designing and analysing their
own experiments, empirical studies, and other forms of
quantitative data gathering.
Unlike traditional introductory math/stat textbooks,
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Probability and Statistics: The Science of Uncertainty
brings a modern flavor based on incorporating the
computer to the course and an integrated approach to
inference. From the start the book integrates simulations
into its theoretical coverage, and emphasizes the use of
computer-powered computation throughout.* Math and
science majors with just one year of calculus can use
this text and experience a refreshing blend of
applications and theory that goes beyond merely
mastering the technicalities. They'll get a thorough
grounding in probability theory, and go beyond that to the
theory of statistical inference and its applications. An
integrated approach to inference is presented that
includes the frequency approach as well as Bayesian
methodology. Bayesian inference is developed as a
logical extension of likelihood methods. A separate
chapter is devoted to the important topic of model
checking and this is applied in the context of the
standard applied statistical techniques. Examples of data
analyses using real-world data are presented throughout
the text. A final chapter introduces a number of the most
important stochastic process models using elementary
methods. *Note: An appendix in the book contains
Minitab code for more involved computations. The code
can be used by students as templates for their own
calculations. If a software package like Minitab is used
with the course then no programming is required by the
students.
A comprehensive introduction to statistics that teaches
the fundamentals with real-life scenarios, and covers
histograms, quartiles, probability, Bayes' theorem,
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predictions, approximations, random samples, and
related topics.
Think StatsExploratory Data Analysis"O'Reilly Media,
Inc."
This is the first text in a generation to re-examine the
purpose of the mathematical statistics course. The
book's approach interweaves traditional topics with data
analysis and reflects the use of the computer with close
ties to the practice of statistics. The author stresses
analysis of data, examines real problems with real data,
and motivates the theory. The book's descriptive
statistics, graphical displays, and realistic applications
stand in strong contrast to traditional texts that are set in
abstract settings. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.

"Spurious Correlations ... is the most fun you'll ever
have with graphs."--Bustle Military intelligence
analyst and Harvard Law student Tyler Vigen
illustrates the golden rule that "correlation does not
equal causation" through hilarious graphs inspired by
his viral website. Is there a correlation between Nic
Cage films and swimming pool accidents? What
about beef consumption and people getting struck by
lightning? Absolutely not. But that hasn't stopped
millions of people from going to tylervigen.com and
asking, "Wait, what?" Vigen has designed software
that scours enormous data sets to find unlikely
statistical correlations. He began pulling the funniest
ones for his website and has since gained millions of
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views, hundreds of thousands of likes, and tons of
media coverage. Subversive and clever, Spurious
Correlations is geek humor at its finest, nailing our
obsession with data and conspiracy theory.
Taken literally, the title "All of Statistics" is an
exaggeration. But in spirit, the title is apt, as the book
does cover a much broader range of topics than a
typical introductory book on mathematical statistics.
This book is for people who want to learn probability
and statistics quickly. It is suitable for graduate or
advanced undergraduate students in computer
science, mathematics, statistics, and related
disciplines. The book includes modern topics like
non-parametric curve estimation, bootstrapping, and
classification, topics that are usually relegated to
follow-up courses. The reader is presumed to know
calculus and a little linear algebra. No previous
knowledge of probability and statistics is required.
Statistics, data mining, and machine learning are all
concerned with collecting and analysing data.
Probability and Statistics for Data Science: Math + R
+ Data covers "math stat"—distributions, expected
value, estimation etc.—but takes the phrase "Data
Science" in the title quite seriously: * Real datasets
are used extensively. * All data analysis is supported
by R coding. * Includes many Data Science
applications, such as PCA, mixture distributions,
random graph models, Hidden Markov models,
linear and logistic regression, and neural networks. *
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Leads the student to think critically about the "how"
and "why" of statistics, and to "see the big picture." *
Not "theorem/proof"-oriented, but concepts and
models are stated in a mathematically precise
manner. Prerequisites are calculus, some matrix
algebra, and some experience in programming.
Norman Matloff is a professor of computer science at
the University of California, Davis, and was formerly
a statistics professor there. He is on the editorial
boards of the Journal of Statistical Software and The
R Journal. His book Statistical Regression and
Classification: From Linear Models to Machine
Learning was the recipient of the Ziegel Award for
the best book reviewed in Technometrics in 2017.
He is a recipient of his university's Distinguished
Teaching Award.
This book is intended as an introduction to
Probability Theory and Mathematical Statistics for
students in mathematics, the physical sciences,
engineering, and related fields. It is based on the
author’s 25 years of experience teaching probability
and is squarely aimed at helping students overcome
common difficulties in learning the subject. The focus
of the book is an explanation of the theory, mainly by
the use of many examples. Whenever possible,
proofs of stated results are provided. All sections
conclude with a short list of problems. The book also
includes several optional sections on more advanced
topics. This textbook would be ideal for use in a first
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course in Probability Theory. Contents: Probabilities
Conditional Probabilities and Independence Random
Variables and Their Distribution Operations on
Random Variables Expected Value, Variance, and
Covariance Normally Distributed Random Vectors
Limit Theorems Mathematical Statistics Appendix
Bibliography Index
Chances Are is the first book to make statistics
accessible to everyone, regardless of how much
math you remember from school.
Introduction to Statistical ThinkingBy Benjamin Yakir
Enhances Python skills by working with data
structures and algorithms and gives examples of
complex systems using exercises, case studies, and
simple explanations.
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